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This note is a continuation of [S] which we refer to for basic definitions and no- 
tations. Our objective here is to obtain a characterization of graded complete inter- 
sections by means of the Tate resolutions. 
Throughout his paper the term “K-algebra” will mean graded, connected, com- 
mutative algebra over a field K of characteristic f 2, unless otherwise stated. 
We recall [5], that ifA is such an algebra, then a set {&=* of homogeneous 
elements of the augmentation ideal I of A is said to be a regular set in A (called 
“normal set” in [S] ) if for each finite subset of indices i, , . . . . in the annihilator of 
the image & of 5i, in A/(&r 9 l .9 tin _ 1 )A 
by 5, if deg gi, is odd. 
is zero if deg &, is even and is generated 
Special cases include the ESP-sequences of [7] and the E-sequences of [ 11. 
A free K-algebra S(v) on a positively graded K-vector space V is defined as an 
algebra isomorphic to E( V-) B P( V’) where E( V-) denotes the exterior algebra 
generated by the odd part ‘v- of V and P(p) denotes the polynomial algebra gen- 
erated by the even part V+ of I/. 
It is well known that a K-algebra A is free if and only if the augmentation ideal I 
of A is generated by a regular set in A. For a homological characterization of free 
K-algebras, ee e.g. [S; Theorem 5.21. 
Inspired by the case of local rings we define 
Definition 1. A K-algebra A is called a graded complete intersection if A is a quotient 
of a free K-algebra A’ by an ideal generated by a regular set in A’. 
Definition 2. A sequence A”-.% A’ % A of K-algebras and their homomorphisms i
a projective extension sequence if 
(1) cy” is manic, 
(2) (Y’ = Coker (x”, 
(3:) A’ is projective (and hence free) as an &module. 
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Remark 1. The dual notion of an injective extension sequence of coalgebras was 
intensively studied in [2] and [6] . 
We recall that if A is a K-algebra, then Tor!&(K, K) admits the structure of a 
bigraded r-algebra over K (cf. [S ; 5 31). 
JMnition 3. Let A be a bigraded r-algebra over a field K and I(A) be an augmenta- 
tion ideal of A. This K-module 
where J(A) is an ideal generated by all divided powers T&), k > 1, x E I(A)& 4, 
p + q even, is called the module of indecomposable elements of A. 
, 
Theorem. Let A be a K-algebra (K a field of characteristic St 2). The conditions 
(i)-(vi) below are equivalent : 
(i) A is a graded complete intersection ; 
(ii) If X is the Tate resolution of A and {Fr X),+ 1 , ,*- is the canonical filtration 
on X (cf: [S; 54]), then Hz(F2X) = 0; 
(iii) If X is the Tate resolution of A, then X = F2X; 
(iv) &To&K, K)) $ = 0 for p > 2, i.e. Tor&.(K, K) is generated as a bigraded 
r-algebra over K by Torr?, (K, K) and Tor$(K, K); 
(v) There exists a projective extension sequence A” + A’ + A with A’ and A” 
free K-algebras; 
(vi) A z A’/J’ where A’ is a free K-algebra and an ideal J’ is generated by a regular 
set in A’ consisting of elements of even degree. 
Since in characteristic zero a divided power algebra is isomorphic to a polynomial 
algebra we have 
Corollary 1. If char K = 0, then each property of the theorem is equivaknt to 
Tor&(K, K) being generated as a bigraded algebra over K by Tor;?(K, K) and Tor$(K, K). 
To prove the theorem we will need some lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let C’ be a graded connected algebra over K (not necessarily commutative) 
and write C = C’B E(x). Suppose 
c = c’ + c”X , c’, c” f c’ , 
for homogeneous c E C. If deg c” # 0, then Ann(c)C = (c)C implies Ann(c’)C’ = (c’)C’. 
Proof. Since deg c” # 0, it follows that either c” = 0 or deg c” > 0. 
Consider first the case c” = 0. Suppose X’c = 0, X’ E C’. Then there exists ~1 E C 
such that h’ = PC. If p = ~1’ + $x, ~_c’,p” E C’, then X’ = $c + ~“cx and since { 1, x) is 
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a basis of a free C’-module C we infer that X’ = p’c, i.e. Ann(c’)C’ = (c’)C’. 
Now assume deg c!’ > 0. Observe that c’ # 0 because of the assumption Ann(c)C = 
(c)C. We will prove the implication 
* 0 A’c’=O*h’E(c’)C’, X’EC’, 
by ihduction on deg A’. If deg X’ = 0, (*) is certainly true. Suppose deg X’ > 0. From 
A’c’ z 0 we get X’x E Ann(c)C and by the assumption there exists p = p’ + IL)‘x in C, 
with c(‘, p” in C’, such that X’x = PC. Since x2 = 0 this gives p’c’ = 0, X’ = $c” + $‘c’. 
From deg p’ < deg X’ (deg c” > 0 !) by the induction hypothesis we obtain 
p’ E (c’)C’ and finally X’ = p’c” + $‘c’ belongs to (c’)C’. 
In the sequel the following property of an algebra C will be of interest: 
(#) there is no homogeneous element c E C such that c E I* and 
Ann(c)C = (c)C. 
Using Lemma 1 we show 
Lemma 2. Let V be an arbitrary positively graded K-vector space bvith V/- = K If 
an algebra C’ has the property (#), so does the algebra C = C’ @ E(V). 
Roof. Let c E C = C’a E(V) be a homogeneous element satisfying c E I* and 
Ann(c)C = (c)C. It is obvious that one can find finite dimensional K-vector space 
v”C V such that c E c”= C’B E(r) and c E r*, Ann(c)& (c)e 
So one can assume V is finite dimensional. The proof will be by induction on 
dim V. For dim V = 0 Lemma 2 is true by the assumption. If v C V and dim v = 
dim V- 1, then E(V) = E(q @ E(x) and C = CGS E(x), c = C’ B E( @. Let c E C; 
if also c E C then Lemma 1 shows that Ann(c)6 (c)C. This is a contradiction with 
the induction hypothesis. Suppose now c 4 2’; if 
c = ct + c”X , c’, C” E c, c” # 0 , 
then c E I2 implies deg c” > 0. Once more applying Lemma 1, we get again a contra- 
diction. 
Corollary 2. Every free K-algebra has the property (#). 
Let A be a K-algebra. We recall [4,5], that if A is a differential r-algebra over A 
and {Ei 1ia is a set of homogeneous cycles in A, then A(ES,),,; dSi = gi> denotes 
the differential r-algebra obtained from A by the adjunction of the variables {Si)iEA 
which kill {gi)iEA. 
Let A’ be a free K-algebra, (XI)iEl\ a minimal set of generators of the ideal I’. 
Denote A = At/J’ where J’ is a homogeneous ideal generated minimally by {$ )YER 
andJ’CI’*. For each a’ 64’ we shall write a = a’ mod../‘. The following differential 
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I’malgebras will be needed: 
E’ = “<{Ti )i~~; dTi =x:.) , 
E =A({‘,),,; dsi =Xi). 
Lemma 3. H,(E) and J’/I’J’ are isomorphic as K-vector spaces. 
The required isomorphism isinduced by a mapping sending the coset of $ to the 
homology class of the cycle ar = Xi EriSi where $ = Xi&Xi, $i E A’, I- E R, i E A. 
Lemma 4. If char K # 2, then the K-vector spaces HI (F’)/I’HI (F’) and Hz(E)/(H1 (E))2 
are isomorphic. 
We define a mapping 
@ Z&F’) + H2(E) . 
Let Z ai Wj E Zl(F’). If a; = Zi xia;i, then Ci Ti(Xjaii$) f Zl(E'). Since Hl(E’) = 0 
and char K # 2, we can find elements tik E A’ such that 
Thus xl,& S$k tlk E Z2(E) and we define #(x a; WI) as the homology Class of 
c, kS$$~k in Hz(E). By simple calculation one can show that @&(F’)) C (HI(E))‘, 
@(?Zl(F’)) = 0. The details of the proof that the map induced by @ is an isomorphism 
are similar to those given in [9; Satz S] . 
Since, by Lemma 3, {oly )YER is a set of representatives of a minimal set of genera- 
tors of H, (E) we define 
It is straightforward to show 
Lemma 5. If char K # 2, therz H2(F) s Hz(E)/(H] (E))2. 
Proof of the Theorem. (i) * (vi). It is obvious that for a graded complete intersection 
A one can find an epimorphism A’ + A of a free K-algebra A’ such that J’ = Ker(A’+A) 
is generated by a regular set in A’ xrd J ’ C I’ 2. By Corollary 2 this generating regu- 
lar set contains only elements of even degree, 
(vi) * (iii). Th e method described by Tate in 18; Theorem 41 for local rings works 
with some modifications for commutative graded algebras. The key assumption is that 
J’ is generated byelements ofeven degree. For a complete proof, cf. [3; Ch. IV’, $2 
Theorem 11. 
(iii) * (ii). Trivial. 
{ii) * (i). Observe that according to the notations preceding Lemma 3 and 5 we 
have E = l$ X, F = RjX, where X is the Tate resolution of A. If W,(F) = 0, then by 
Lemma 4and 5 HIIF’) = 0. But this is equivalent [S; Prop. (%I)] to {$i},.ER being 
a regular set in A’. Wence A = A’/($)rER is a graded complete intersection. 
(iii) * (iv). S ince X is a minimal resolution of K over A [ 5; Theorem 4.71, 
Tor&(K, K) and K rgrA X are isomorp~~ asbigra~ed r-algebras. Now the required 
equivalence follows from the const~~tion f X. 
(i) * (v). Assume that A = A’/($)rGR, where A’ is a free K-algebra nd {$ )rcs 
is a regular set in A’. Consider A” = S( v”) where v” has K-basis (v;}~~~, deg vr = 
deg &i for any r ER, and define a map it: A” +A’ by 4~;) = 4;. CII is an injection by 
15; Lemma 2.51. To prove that A’ is a free A”-module we show that Tor$(A’, K) = 0 
Since A ” is a free K-algebra, {v; )pER is a regular set in A”; hence E” = A ({ VP lrGR ; 
dV” = $1 is a free resolution of K over A”. Therefore Torfl(A’, K) = Hl (A’@ A” E”). 
But the complex 
A’QD~,, E” = A’QT, jrER ; dTr = r:’ 
has zero homolo~ in positive dimensions because {$ )rfR is a regular set in A ‘. 
Hence A’ is free as an An-module and A” +A’ +A is a projective extension sequence. 
(v) * (i). The proof is straightforward and we omit it. 
Remark 2. One could suspect, in view of condition (vi), that an arbitrary graded com- 
plete intersection has the form E( I/) ~(~~/9 w h ere V and W are certain sensitively 
graded vector spaces: Vconcentrated in odd degrees, Win even degrees, and t1.a ideal 
J is generated bya regular set in P(w). The following example shows that this is not 
always the case. 
IfA’=&&, tZ)@ex),degtl = 1,degtz =3,degx=2,E’=x2 - t,t2, then 
A = A’&‘) is a graded complete intersection which has not the above-~nenti(~ned 
form. 
The author wishes to thank Professor John C. Noore, who pointed out an error in 
a formulation of the Theorem in an earlier version of this paper. 
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